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VISUAL MARKETING
WHAT IS IT? 
The use of visual mediums to communicate a brands' story, ethos, 
products/services:  
PHOTOGRAPHY | GRAPHICS | VIDEO | ANIMATION

WHY SHOULD YOU BE USING IT? 
Visual content marketing is more effective than any other form of 
marketing at converting customers and building brand recognition.  



WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW
DO YOU HAVE A BRAND IDENTITY?  
Your business should have colours, fonts, tonality. Know your brand 
identity before you step in to the world of digital marketing.  

WHICH SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS SHOULD YOU BE ON 
AND WHY: 
FACEBOOK | INSTAGRAM | PINTEREST 

TOP TIPS FOR VISUAL SUCCESS 
Take control and enjoy visually celebrating your business.   



BRAND
Who is your client? What is your customer profile?  
You need to be able to sell your business in one minute, one 
paragraph, one sentence, three words.  
Is your logo SIMPLE, MEMORABLE, TIMELESS, VERSATILE, 
APPROPRIATE?
Create a brand voice - a tonality of language and style that feeds 
across all your visual communication. 
CONSISTENCY: Ensure all your communication, both digitally 
and non-digital, and included customer service, reflects your brand 
voice and identity. 



FACEBOOK
Still the leading social media platform for businesses. 
Have a strategy and know your customer.
All posts must be visual - video, photography, graphics, animation (SHARABLE)
Profile must be your LOGO - Sell the dream with your COVER image (you can use 
video here as well)
If you sell, you PAY. 
Don't include links away from Facebook in the original post. Include them in the 
comments instead.
TAG @ - Build your tribe, expand your community. Let people know you are talking 
about them. 
ANALYSE THE DATA, learn, change, interrogate and grow
BE PRESENT, BE RELEVANT, BE COMMITTED, BE CONSISTENT.



INSTAGRAM
There is over twice the amount of engagement on a post on Instagram than 
there is on Facebook. 
Key for building a brand identity and awareness - STORY.
The HASHTAG is key # so use it! Create your own and invite others to use 
it. 
Experience Instagram as a user and understand it - follow key accounts.
Choose photos that reflect the style, feel, ethos of your business/brand.
Create a competition inviting users to interact with and engage with your 
brand using a #.
Mix behind-the-scenes images as well as brand website images.
BE VISIBLE, BE HUMAN, TELL A STORY, BE CREATIVE.



PINTEREST
75% of its users are women and they have purchasing power. 
Pinterest can be strategically set up with the use of hashtags and creative 
keywords to maximise searches for products. 
Feature compelling images that people will want to share
Try text overlays to help people browse and discover faster
Create detailed descriptions of your content
Consider adding lists or how-tos in the text overlays
Tasteful branding is vital for success on Pinterest
Have a clear call to action 
BE VARIED, BE CREATIVE, BE RELEVANT



DON'T PANIC!
YOU CAN'T BE ALL THINGS TO ALL PEOPLE. YOU DO NOT NEED 
TO BE ON ALL SOCIAL MEDIA PLATFORMS.  
DO YOUR RESEARCH & FIND OUT WHERE YOUR CUSTOMER IS.  
BETTER TO DO ONE WELL THEN THREE POORLY.  
SCHEDULE YOUR TIME. 
HAVE A STRATEGY.  
KNOW WHY YOU ARE THERE.  
ANALYSE, GROW, LEARN.  
SUPPORT EACH OTHER.  



TOP TIPS
CANVA 


